1999 cherokee

Laredo 2WD 4. Unveiled in Detroit, Michigan on June 16, , production lasted until The WJ was
completely overhauled from its ZJ predecessor, and was renowned for its off-road capability.
The spare tire was relocated from the side of the cargo compartment to under the floor. The two
heavy pushrod V8 engines were replaced by Chrysler's then-new PowerTech. The new V8
engine produced less torque than the old pushrods, but was lighter, offered better fuel
economy, and provided similar on road performance figures the gallon fuel tank was replaced
with one of a The Inline 6 engine was also updated for MY A redesign of the intake manifold
added 10 horsepower 7. While other Jeep vehicles used the Mopar 5 x 4. A notable feature
available in this generation was the automatic four wheel drive option called Quadra-Drive ,
which employed the New Venture Gear NV transfer case. This two-speed chain-driven transfer
case uses a gerotor, a clutch pack coupled to a hydraulic pump, to transfer torque between the
front and rear axles. The transfer case contains three modes, 4-All Time, Neutral, and 4-Lo. If the
rear axle starts spinning at a higher rate than the front axle, hydraulic pressure builds up in the
gerotor and causes the clutch pack to progressively transfer torque to the front axle until both
axles return to the same speed. Neutral mode is intended for towing the vehicle. In 4-Lo, the
front and rear axles are locked together through a 2. Vari-Lok differentials also use a gerotor to
transfer torque between the wheels on either side of the axle. The major advantage of
Quadra-Drive was that the combined transfer case and progressive locking differentials in each
axle could automatically control traction between all four wheels. However, only the center
differential could be permanently locked, and only in 4Lo. It included three planetary gear sets
rather than the two normally used in a four-speed automatic. This gave it six theoretical speeds,
and it would have been the first six-speed transmission ever produced in volume, but it was
programmed to only use five of these ratios. Four were used for upshifts, with a different
second gear for downshifts. Although five of the six ratios were used, Chrysler decided to call it
a "4-speed automatic". In , the programming was changed to make use of all six ratios. Rather
than have six forward gears, the transmission was programmed to act as a five-speed with the
alternate second gear for downshifts. The 42RE 4-speed automatic remained the transmission
for the Inline 6 engine. It had slight changes from the previous model Grand Cherokee. The
interior was also completely redesigned. The redesign allowed for larger rear doors, and more
space for rear passengers. Controls for various items like headlights, heated seats, and rear
wiper were moved to more convenient locations. The electronic Vehicle Information Center was
moved from below the radio to above the windshield, and was standard on all and up models.
Limited models included automatic dual-zone climate control. UniFrame is an unusual
construction scheme, it incorporates all of the strength and durability of a body-on-frame
construction into a unitized construction. By adding stiffness and rigidity to the structure, they
enhanced the ride and strengthened the network of steel beams, rails and pillars or "safety
cage" that surround and protect occupants. More than 70 percent of the underbody is
high-strength steel. The Grand Cherokee received a secondary minor facelift for including
round fog lamps, a lower front fascia and a new body-color matched inset grille design. Export
models produced at the plant in Graz, Austria, were given the vehicle designation of "WG". The
first-generation Jeep Grand Cherokee ZJ offered many new and class-exclusive features, and
the second-generation Jeep Grand Cherokee WJ continued to offer new features that were not
yet available on its competitors, such as the Chevrolet Blazer and Ford Explorer. At the time of
its release, the all-new Jeep Grand Cherokee WJ had many standard and optional features
which were class-exclusive. HomeLink allowed the driver to program up to three devices such
as garage door openers, estate gates, and other controlled access devices and operate those
devices with buttons located in the overhead console. A state-of-the-art automatic dual-zone
climate control system used infrared sensors located in the climate control panel to monitor the
surface temperature of both driver and front passenger to automatically control the interior
temperature for both front passengers. The Jeep Memory System allowed for two drivers to set
their individual driver's seat, side mirror, and radio setting by using buttons located on the front
driver's door interior panel to recall their preferred settings at the touch of a button, or upon
insertion of the corresponding key into the ignition the keyless entry remotes were color-coded
either black or gray, and had either a '1' or '2' on the back of the remote to help the drivers easily
identify their remote. These new features included power-adjustable foot pedals via a switch
located on the driver's side near the steering wheel the pedals also worked in conjunction with
the Jeep Memory System to adjust automatically to a driver's preferred settings when a button
on the front driver's door interior panel was depressed. The Uconnect hands-free Bluetooth
telephone system allowed the driver to pair his or her Bluetooth -enabled cellular phone to the
system and make and receive hands-free telephone calls without having to handle their phone,
and the driver could even store frequently-called telephone numbers in the system's memory
for automatic dialing via voice. The button panel for the system was located on the front driver's

door interior panel. Sirius Satellite Radio was also available for the first time regardless of
factory radio option. The Jeep Grand Cherokee was one of the first vehicles to offer these
features from the factory. The Laredo served as the base Grand Cherokee trim level from
August to , and still continues to be the base Grand Cherokee trim level to this day. A very
well-equipped model, the Laredo offered these features as standard equipment: the 4. Many
features that were available on the luxurious Limited trim could also be optioned on the base
Laredo trim. The Limited served as the top-of-the-line Grand Cherokee trim level from to , and
the more "luxurious" Grand Cherokee trim level from to It added these features: color-keyed
body-side trim cladding panels and front and rear bumpers, a premium watt Infinity Gold stereo
system with 6 speakers, leather seating surfaces, dual power front bucket seats, a full-sized
spare tire and spare wheel, a security alarm, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, steering
wheel-mounted remote audio system controls, driver's 2-position memory color-coded keyless
entry remotes , wood interior trim, and more. Offered only for , the Sport was aimed at
value-oriented customers who wanted a very well-equipped vehicle at a modest price point.
Cloth seating surfaces, deleted heated front bucket seats, a deleted cassette player, and a
deleted sunroof could be had for credit in place of the standard options they replaced. The
Special Edition was a value-oriented trim level of the Grand Cherokee in and in the model was
put on hiatus for the model year. The power sunroof was an option. Columbia Edition buyers
also received a complimentary Columbia parka at the time of delivery of their new vehicle. The
Overland was the top-of-the-line Grand Cherokee trim level between August and , first
introduced for MY The 60th Anniversary Edition was manufactured to commemorate Jeep 's
60th anniversary in Beijing Jeep Corporation, Ltd. The WJ was introduced in the end of for the
Chinese market as the Jeep and Grand Cherokee and carries differing engine names compared
to their foreign counterparts known as CQA1 for the 6 cylinder and C8V93Q for the V8. A 4
speed automatic gearbox was standard on the 6 cylinder while V8 had a 5 speed automatic
gearbox. It was their flagship model and nearly identical to the Grand Cherokee Limited in looks
and equipment, including the solid axle suspension, choice of 4wd systems, body color
cladding, alloy wheels, Chrysler sound systems, and Chrysler automatic climate controls. The 3.
It has an electronic injection pump, electronically controlled, vacuum-actuated exhaust gas
recirculation , and a special catalyst to control oxides of nitrogen NOx. Manufactured in Cento ,
Italy, at 13, units per year. For , the Grand Cherokee "WJ" was all-new, now in its second
generation. The 4. The 5. For , since the Grand Cherokee was fully redesigned and all-new for
MY, the model year Grand Cherokee received minimal changes. An accessory Mopar GPS
navigation system, a new technology, was available starting in the third quarter of Heated
leather-trimmed front bucket seats, which were previously only available on the Limited trim
level, were now available on the base Laredo trim level, when equipped with the 26F or 28F
Packages. In late For model year, the Grand Cherokee received a few changes. All models
received a radio bezel that matched the other interior trim panels. All 4. The Camel interior color
was changed to Sandstone, which is a slightly different shade of tan. The Jeep emblem on the
steering wheel changed from being molded-in-color to the steering wheel to chrome. In , the
Grand Cherokee received a minor update. Sport and Special Edition trim levels were new in
midyear The top-of-the-line Overland trim level debuted for All sound systems were now higher
quality than their predecessors, and new radio options were offered, which could support both
satellite radio, as well as a new remote six-disc CD changer, and a Bluetooth hands-free
telephone system this was a fairly new technology, and the Grand Cherokee was one of the first
vehicles to have this feature as an option. Side-impact front and rear airbags that deployed from
the side windows were also a new option for A new High-Output version of the 4. A
previously-optional full-sized spare tire and wheel non-matching on base trim levels, and
matching on uplevel trim levels combination was now standard on all Grand Cherokees. On the
base Laredo trim level, the carpeted trim on the lower portion of the door panels was deleted in
exchange for a textured plastic surface. In addition to loose pads that had a tendency to vibrate,
this also occasionally led to higher brake temperatures, which could lead to premature failure.
The Akebono calipers provided better seating for the brake pads, leading to more consistent
pad placement over the life of the brakes. The hub and caliper placement did not change over
the course of the WJ model, making the newer style brakes a direct bolt on replacement for
older models. In , the Special Edition and Sport trim levels were discontinued the Special
Edition trim level would reappear for A new 28E Package was now available for the base Laredo
trim level that offered the 4. A Freedom trim level was available, based on the Laredo trim level.
A coin console tray now replaced the ashtray in the center console, and high-back cloth front
bucket seats were now standard equipment on the base Laredo trim level low-back cloth bucket
seats still remained available as an option, however. Production of the model year Grand
Cherokees began in August , which was the shortest model year for the Grand Cherokee. In ,

during the Grand Cherokee WJ's final calendar year of production, the Special Edition trim level
returned for MY, and a new Columbia Edition trim level was introduced in partnership with
Columbia Sportswear that offered unique details, and an optional 4. The GPS navigation system
radio was now available regardless of sound system package. The base Laredo trim level was
reduced to one package, the 26E and 28E Packages, though the previously-available options on
other Laredo packages were now available on this base package. All trim levels received new
front fascias, and all 4X4 Grand Cherokees were now Trail Rated, as indicated by an emblem on
the driver's-side front fender. A significant upgrade to the engine cooling system was
introduced in the final 4. Previous model's cooling fan relay failures that caused common
engine overheating was changed from one to two separate relay circuits and the transmission
cooling for 2WD was handled by the air conditioning condenser instead of the radiator. On
November 8, , Chrysler announced the recall on certain model year though Jeep Grand
Cherokee vehicles manufactured February 13, , through May 23, From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. For broader coverage of this topic, see Jeep Grand Cherokee. Motor vehicle.
Retrieved Categories : Jeep vehicles Cars introduced in s cars All-wheel-drive vehicles Full-size
sport utility vehicles Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Pages using infobox
automobile with unknown parameters All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from April Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Beijing Jeep 4. July 17,
â€”May Front-engine , rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Jeep Liberty Jeep Wrangler. Power
Tech I6. PowerTech V8. High Output PowerTech V8. OM Diesel I5. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ.
Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited
JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP.
Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee
WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand
Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ.
Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup.
Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. As AMC began development of the next Jeep
in , management created a business process that is now known as product lifecycle
management PLM. Meanwhile, new communication systems allowed potential conflicts to be
resolved faster, thus reducing costly engineering changes, because all drawings and
documents were in a central database. The Grand Cherokee thus became the first
Chrysler-badged Jeep product. Development work for the new Jeep model continued and
Chrysler's employees after the buyout of AMC were eager for a lates release date; however,
CEO Lee Iacocca was pushing for redesigned Chrysler minivans , thus delaying the Grand
Cherokee's release until late [9] as an Explorer competitor. Unlike the Explorer, the Grand
Cherokee utilized monocoque unibody construction, whereas the Explorer was a derivative of
the Ranger pickup with a separate body-on-frame. The original Grand Cherokee was launched in
as a model year vehicle in the luxury SUV segment. The base model included features such as
full instrumentation, cloth interior, and a standard five-speed manual transmission , while
gaining the moniker "SE" name for the model year. Power windows and locks were not standard
equipment on the base trim. The minimal price tag differential resulted in low consumer
demand, and as a result, the low-line model was eventually discontinued. Additional standard
features included a driver-side airbag and four-wheel anti-lock braking system ABS. The Laredo
was the mid-scale model with standard features that included power windows , power door
locks , cruise control, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. Exterior features included
medium-grey plastic paneling on the lower body and five-spoke alloy wheels. The Limited was
the premium model, featuring body-color lower body paneling, and gold exterior accents. By the
options list grew to include heated seats. Standard was the 4. Package groups with the various
trim levels included: fog lamps, skid plates, as well as convenience, lighting, luxury, power,
security, and trailer towing packages. When it was first introduced in April as an early model
year vehicle, the Grand Cherokee only had one powertrain choice: the 4. This became the
"volume" engine for the Grand Cherokee. Low demand for the manual transmission resulted in
its discontinuation after , but European-market ZJs retained it when coupled to the diesel
engine which was unavailable in North America. The drive train choices included rear-wheel
drive or four-wheel-drive. In , the engine dropped 5 horsepower to due to new EPA regulations
imposed on the model year. In , for the model year, a variant of the top-level Grand Cherokee
Limited, the "5. Jeep ads claimed it to be the "world's fastest sport utility vehicle", verified by
third-party testing. The primary improvements in the 5. The 5. Other features include a standard
watt, speaker Infinity Gold sound system with rear roof-mounted soundbar, standard sunroof,

and an interior swaddled with unique "calf's nap" soft leather and faux wood trim. The
production of this model was 14, units. Export models produced at the plant in Graz, Austria,
were given the vehicle designation of "ZG". The European model was coded WG. The spare tire
was relocated from the side of the cargo compartment to under the floor. Like the MY ZJ, the
rear tailgate glass opened separately. The two heavy pushrod V8 engines were replaced by
Chrysler's then-new PowerTech. The new V8 engine produced less torque than the old
pushrods, but was lighter, offered better fuel economy, and provided similar on-road
performance figures the gallon fuel tank was replaced with one of a The straight-six engine was
also updated. A redesign of the intake manifold added 10 horsepower 7. A notable feature
available in this generation was the automatic four-wheel drive option called Quadra-Drive ,
which employed the New Venture Gear NV transfer case. This two-speed chain-driven transfer
case uses a gerotor, a clutch pack coupled to a hydraulic pump, to transfer torque between the
front and rear axles. The transfer case contains three modes, 4-All Time, Neutral, and 4-Lo. If the
rear axle starts spinning at a higher rate than the front axle, hydraulic pressure builds up in the
gerotor and causes the clutch pack to progressively transfer torque to the front axle until both
axles return to the same speed. A neutral mode is intended for towing the vehicle. In 4-Lo, the
front and rear axles are locked together through a 2. Vari-Lok differentials also use a gerotor to
transfer torque between the wheels on either side of the axle. The major advantage of
Quadra-Drive was that the combined transfer case and progressive locking differentials in each
axle could automatically control traction between all four wheels. However, only the center
differential could be permanently locked, and only in 4Lo. It included three planetary gear sets
rather than the two normally used in a four-speed automatic. This gave it six theoretical speeds,
and it would have been the first six-speed transmission ever produced in volume, but it was
programmed to only use five of these ratios. Four were used for upshifts, with a different
second gear for downshifts. Although five of the six ratios were used, Chrysler decided to call it
a "4-speed automatic". For MY , the programming was changed to make use of all six ratios.
Rather than have six forward gears, the transmission was programmed to act as a five-speed
with the alternate second gear for downshifts. The 42RE 4-speed automatic remained the
transmission for the inline 6 engine. It had slight changes from the previous model Grand
Cherokee. The interior was also completely redesigned. The redesign allowed for larger rear
doors, and more space for rear passengers. Controls for various items like headlights, heated
seats, and rear wiper were moved to more convenient locations. The electronic Vehicle
Information center was moved from below the radio to above the windshield and was standard
on â€” models. Limited models included automatic dual-zone climate control. A CD changer
was also available with the Infinity Audio package. UniFrame is an unusual construction
scheme, it incorporates all of the strength and durability of a body-on-frame construction into a
unitized construction. By adding stiffness and rigidity to the structure, they enhanced the ride
and strengthened the network of steel beams, rails and pillars or "safety cage" that surround
and protect occupants. More than 70 percent of the underbody is high-strength steel. The Grand
Cherokee received a minor facelift for including round fog lamps, a lower front fascia , and a
new body color-matched inset grille design. Export models produced at the plant in Graz,
Austria, were given the vehicle designation of "WG". The 3. A Mercedes Benz sourced 3. Jeep
replaced the XJ-era live-axle with leading-arms front suspension found in the ZJ and WJ with an
independent double-wishbone setup like that which debuted in the Liberty. The lower portion of
the front bumper was still removable as it was from launch to increase the approach angle for
off-road use. The 4. The Jeep Grand Cherokee is available with an improved 5. The engine uses
variable valve timing to increase fuel economy. The fourth-generation WK2 Grand Cherokee
went on sale in summer as a model. This culminated in the Chrysler Chapter 11 reorganization
that same year. The fourth-generation Grand Cherokee retains its classic Jeep styling combined
with a modern and sleek body style. The interior features leather trim and real wood accents,
plus Bluetooth and uConnect electronics options. With the additional awards for the Grand
Cherokee, the Jeep Grand Cherokee has won 30 awards for off-road capability, luxury, value,
best-in-class, and safety, making it the most awarded SUV ever. Like previous generations, the
WK2 Grand Cherokee chassis is a steel unibody. Unlike previous generations, it features
four-wheel independent suspension for better on-road handling. Optional Quadra-Lift height
adjustable air suspension can raise the vehicle's ground clearance up to Engine choices
include the all new 3. The V8 comes with the multi-speed automatic transmission that includes
Electronic Range Selection ERS to manually limit the high gear operating range. Alongside the
Wrangler, the Grand Cherokee was the first model to be sold directly by Jeep in the country.
The two-row version will be revealed later. The two-row Grand Cherokee will continue to be
assembled at the nearby Jefferson North Assembly Plant , where it has been assembled since
its introduction in for the model year. The Grand Cherokee L wheelbase is 6. While all models

will be powered by a 3. Three different four wheel drive systems will be available: Quadra-Trac I
standard on Laredo and Limited models , Quadra-Trac II featuring low range standard on
Overland and Summit models , and Quadra-Drive II with low range and "Quadra Lift" air
suspension system optional only on the Overland trim , as well as rear wheel drive. When
properly equipped, the Grand Cherokee will be able to tow up to 7, lbs. The Grand Cherokee will
also be able to ford up to two feet 24 inches of water when equipped with the Quadra Lift air
suspension system. All engines will be mated to a ZF -sourced eight-speed automatic
transmission that is controlled via a rotary shift knob. For the first time, the Grand Cherokee will
offer a watt, nineteen-speaker McIntosh premium amplified surround sound audio system,
replacing the previous watt, eighteen-speaker Harman Kardon system on the Grand Cherokee
WK2. Other new features available for the first time on a Grand Cherokee include massaging
front seats, a rear seat view camera, a surround-view degree camera system, a rear view camera
digital mirror, wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, Qi -compatible
wireless device charging, heated and ventilated second-row seats, second-row captain's chairs,
twenty-one inch tires and wheels, Level 2 semi-autonomous driving technology, and
power-folding second and third-row seats. The Grand Cherokee will be the third Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles product to offer the new UConnect 5 infotainment suite, which will offer either an
8. In moderate- to high- energy rear collisions, the fuel tank located behind the rear axle could
be compromised structurally, resulting in fuel leakage and fire. Also affected are â€” Jeep
Liberty models and â€” Jeep Cherokee models, which totals about 5. In June , Chrysler
Corporation responded to the recall, agreeing to recall 2. The recall will include 2. Two weeks
prior to this recall, Chrysler Corporation claimed that the affected Jeep vehicles were safe,
citing the vehicles' rates of fatal rear-impact crashes involving fire as well as their compliance
with then-current requirements of FMVSS standard No. To remedy the problem, Jeep
dealerships will install a trailer hitch onto the rear bumpers of the vehicles that will protect the
fuel tank if the vehicle is involved in a rear impact. If an affected vehicle is not currently
equipped with a trailer hitch , one will be installed onto it, and older Jeep and non-factory
aftermarket trailer hitches will be replaced with one from Chrysler Corporation. Despite the
recall, the market for these Jeep vehicles has not suffered. This followed cases of cars rolling
away due to the transfer case moving into neutral of its own accord, and the owner not having
applied the parking brake. The cause of the roll-aways was faulty soldering in the transfer case
actuator. It has been deduced that the revised software detects this by noting any deviation in
resistance, and thereupon locks the transfer case in the high ratio for safety; but that it is
over-reacting to minor resistance variations from other causes. Originally Chrysler dealers
claimed that the loss of neutral and low ratio following the recall was a coincidence; then it
claimed that the revised software was revealing pre-existing faults in the system, despite it
occurring even with new parts. Chrysler has also claimed that only a small fraction of cars have
issues following the recall; [66] but most users never have occasion to use the low ratio and
may never discover the fault. Four years after this recall its issues remain unresolved. In April ,
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA ordered a recall of and Jeep Grand
Cherokees and other cars that use an electronic gear shifter because it sometimes does not go
into or does not remain in the park position, despite the operator's best intentions. Consumers
reported that they put the car in park and left the engine running, and then were surprised when
the car rolled away under power. The Company is aware of 41 injuries that are potentially
related. The vehicles involved in these events were inspected and no evidence of equipment
failure was found. The vehicles also deliver warning chimes and alert messages if their
driver-side doors are opened while their engines are still running and "PARK" is not engaged.
However, the investigation suggested these measures may be insufficient to deter some drivers
from exiting their vehicles without selecting "PARK," so FCA US will enhance the warnings and
transmission-shift strategy on these vehicles. The enhancements will combine warnings with a
transmission-shift strategy to automatically prevent a vehicle from moving, under certain
circumstances, even if the driver fails to select "PARK. Jeep has now replaced the shifter with a
conventional lever which stays in position for late models. In October , â€”14 model year Grand
Cherokees were recalled due to improperly installed brake shields in some vehicles. From
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majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. This Jeep Cherokee Classic is a four-wheel-drive
example that reportedly remained registered with its original owner in New Jersey until it was
acquired by the seller in October , and now shows 53k miles. Finished in metallic red over tan
cloth, the truck is powered by a 4. Recent work is said to have included replacement of the
headliner and muffler. The truck is finished in Chili Pepper Red and is equipped with the Classic
package, which includes color-matched bumpers and end caps as well as badging on both front
doors. Additional equipment includes adjustable roof rails, a rear wiper, and dual side mirrors.
Dents on the driver-side front fender and tailgate are shown up close in the image gallery below
along with scratches on the roof, hood, bumpers, and fender flares. Braking is provided by
anti-lock front discs and rear drums. Paint blemishes are visible on two of the wheels. The
Camel interior features patterned Grenoble cloth upholstery on the front bucket and rear bench
seats as well as a color-matched lower dashboard, door panels, and carpets. The headliner was

reportedly replaced under current ownership, and corrosion in the door jamb seams is shown
up close in the gallery. A set of carpeted floor mats is included in the sale. A leather-wrapped
steering wheel fronts a mph speedometer, a 6k-rpm tachometer, and a digital odometer reading
approximately 53k miles, a few hundred of which were added by the seller. The 4. The seller
replaced the muffler and rear tailpipe. Rust is visible on underbody components, and additional
photos of the underside are provided in the gallery. The Carfax report shows no accidents or
other damage and lists New Jersey and Delaware registration between and A walk-around and
driving video is provided below. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the
comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you
win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for
the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we
pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the
pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about ou
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r auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? This Jeep
Cherokee got away, but there are more like it here. See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate
April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T.
Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable
JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. December 21, at PM
PT.

